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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study was twofold, fit to focus on and
to measure quantitatively three groups of adult :risoners' attitudes
and orientations toward crime and law enforceme-z.

Secondly, the

study was to determine the relationship between cackground
characteristics of prisoners and the attitudira - variables.

The

analysis included data concerning the relations,-:: of eight separate
background factors - (afle, marital status, churJ
education, school drop-out reason, occupation,

memhe!-ship,

1-- ace

of residence.

and criminal record) - to the crime and law enfc-cement variables.
Attitudes represent a valuable source of ,...-derstanding inmates
in local, state, or federal penal institutions. 'any sociologists
agree that there is a significant rentionship .:E.tween
attitudes and
behavior.

Ey studying the attitudes of a partic_lar group of people

with a com!T,.on identity (i.e., criminals), behaval scientists may
be able to determine why people commit crimes c

turn to crime as

a

way of life.
Sccological literature pertaining to the -search topic reveals
tLt tr4
r..:ntlr.:1y.

criminals' attitudes toward cri -E

has been nac%,rted

To ascertain the perspective - 7,:essary to ur!erctand

criminal 6ttitude formation, one does net see
hive beer ne(j1Pcted.

this theme could

in actuality, who as a v.7.: has

1

r.ore

2
experience in law violation and an undersr.i - :'ng of tre
"hows" and
"whys" of criv.e than criminals?

Research :• :his topic was also

needed to "bridge the gap" between the the: - e:ical propos
itions and
the actual nature of criminal attitude for-.'on.

This research

could conceivably have relevance in explai --; the prccesses
of
socialization and rehabilitation of inmates Hthin the prison
community.
Several theories have given support
anti-social attitudes and resulting crimina

:he proposition that
eehavior are learned

as a result of experience with delinquent c-: Jps.

Edwin H.

Sutherland's (1939)1 "differential associaz- :-" theory.of
criminal
behavor was posited in terms of the life e :eriences of a person
.
Sutherland's theory is based on the assump:--- that a crimin
al act
occurs when a situation appropriate fcr it.
is present.

definec by a person

Listed below is Sutherlamf's r' - e-point theory of

"differential association":
•

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
01,4,

7.

a.

ifirsTro".01tri,L

Criminal behavior is learned.
Crilninal behavior is learned in inte -ection with
other persons in a process of cemmo -.:ation.
The principal part of the learning :' criminal
behavior occurs within intimate pers:- al groups.
When criminal behavior is learned,
learning
includes: a) techniques of committ'- 1-. the
crime, b) the specific direction of el.tives,
drives, rationalizations and attito:-:s.2
The specific direction of motives a-: drives is
learned from definitions of legal C:S as
favorable and ..infavoriible.
A person becomes delinquent because
n excess
of definitions favorable to violat"
- :- :f
dcfinitions i;nfavorc,L1P to
Differehtial association may va'y
UCflC
du,- L'on, priority ,:rd
process of learn inc criminal b.,-•cr by
association with crip,inal and ahti-: - -inal
patterns involves all cf the mecha!":
that
are in any other learning.

3
9.

Though criminal behavior is an expression of
general needs and values, it is not explained
by those general needs and values since noncriminal behavior is an expression of the same
needs and values.3

A relatively large body of literature has accunulated around
differential association and criminal behavior.

Due to time and

space, however, the literature pertaining to each of the nine
propositions cannot be reviewed. Only those pertinent to the
thesis will be discussed; among these is proposition number four.
This proposition as revised by the behavioral theorists, Burgess
and Akers4 (1966) reads as follows:
The learning of criminal behavior, including specific
techniques, attitudes5 and avoidance procedures, is
a function of the effective and available reinforcers
and the existing reinforcement contingencies.6
To operationalize this proposition we can examine the example
by Burgess and Akers and extract a parallel that relates to this
study's hypotheses.
. . . when a prisoner is deprived of contact with
members of the opposite sex, such sex reinforcers
will become much more powerful. Thus, those sexual
reinforcers that are available, such as homosexual
contact, would come to exert a great deal of influence
and would shape behaviors that would be unlikely to
occur without such deprivation.'
A parallel that can be drawn from this example is, . . . when a
prisoner is deprived of contacts with non-conventional behavior,
his only contacts being criminals, the reinforcement agencies are
those which uphold a different code of values that cppose
conventional 'c7ehviors.

These reinforcement agents ex:=rt a sisni-

ficant influence upon the individual in regard to attitudes and

•

4
subsequent behavior.

Resulting attitudes would be expected to be in
8
a non-conventional direction.
Burgess and Akers have stated:
. . . much, therefore, can be learned about the
distinctive characteristics of a group by knowing
what the available and effective reinforcers are
and the behavior (the attitudes)9 upon which they
are contingent. . .
Other studies pertinent to this thesis were rade by:

Ball

(1957),11 Glaser (1956),12 Stratton (1967),13 Short (1957),14
Mylonas and Reckless (1963),15 Mylonas and Reckless (1968),16 and
4

Cleaver, Mylonas and Reckless (1968).17
In Ball's (1957)18 study, a comparison was made between groups
of delinquents and non-delinquents with respect to attitudes toward
stealing.

Call constructed an attitude scale in the content-area

of stealing.

His findings revealed that:

Males have more positive attitudes toward
stealing than do females.
2. Adolescents hold more extreme attitudes, either
positive or negative, in the content-area, than
older more educated persons.
3. The delinquents hold markedly more positive
attitudes towqrd stealing than do any of the
other groups.19
1.

Ball's findings suggest that the data offer substantiation for
considering stealing as a result of differential assimilatien of a
cultural pattern and in part may be regarded as a corollary of
Hrlard's theory of differential association.
Glaser (1956)20 recast Sutherland's differential association
theory into the language of social psychology, introducing the
concepts of "role takin9" and "reference group' in order to :ake
,
the process by which "criminalization" takes place more explicit.

5
He labelled this process "differential identification."

The essence

of Glaser's theory is summarized as follows:
A person pursues criioinal behavior to the extent
that he identifies himself with real or
imaginary persons from whose perspeqtive his
criminal behavior seems acceptable."
Stratton (1957)22 explained Glaser's process of "identification" as:
. . . persons commit crimes when they identify
with individuals or groups who approve of this
behavior, is to say that persons commit crime
when they are oriented to reference groups
that condone this behavior. . . .23
Stratton's hypothesis, . . . attitudes favoring violation of the
law will be positively associated with criminal reference yroup
orientation . . .24 and subsequent findings were supportive of
Glaser's proposition.

This stndy was applicable to this thesis

because Stratton's examination of Glaser's proposition revealed
that criminal attitudes and behavior result from identification
with reference groups condoning criminal behavior, i.e., prison
25
inmates.
26
Short's (1957) subject, "differential association and
delinquency" represents a "systematic study" of Sutherland's theory.
He concerned himself with differential association as it varies in
frequency, duration, priority, and intensity of interaction with
delinquent peers, in !rolding behavior and attitudes.

The most

significaet finding from Short's study is a consistently positive
relaticrish'
associAior.
theory.27

between the variables delinquent behavior. and delinquent
factorial approach vas supportive of Sutherland's

His findings gave support to the proposition that

delinquent peers and criminal peers are influential in moldiny the

6
at -_itudes and behavior of group members, and influenced the
formulation of the three hypotheses on criminal attitudes used in
this study.
According to Mylonas and Reckless (1963),28
. . . it is reasonable to expect an unfavorable
attitude of American prisoners toward law [favorable
attitude toward crimeY-9 in general and legal
institutions . . . we are aware that adult offenders
have anti-social grudges and hostile attitudes toward
society. Many of these attitudes develop early in
life, while some develop later as a result of
experience with police, courts, and prisons.
Certainly a favorable attitude toward law and legal
institutions is an indication Qf conformity as well
as good adjustment to society.J°
The purpose of their study was to measure adult prisoners' attitudes
toward law and legal institutions.

The hypotheses were stated in

terms of expected sicnificant differences in the mean scores on a
scale which purported to measure favorable attitudes toward law and
legal institutions of the samples.

.

The subgroups included controls

r

OW

for education, occupation, marital status, amount of criminal
P

history, etc.
1.

2.

Subsequent findings revealed that,

Attitudes toward law and legal institutions vary
somewhat with criminal record, i.e., the number
of felonies committed. First offenders iwve more
favorable attitudes than do recidivists.31
Prisoners' attitudes toward law and legal
institutions vary somewhat with the length of
time they have been in correctional and penal
institutions. The longer the correctional
experience, the less favorable the attitude.'

hese firdings gave support to Sutherland's theory and were also used
in this n,t;idy for ;;orpcses of conceptual and structural desicn rf the
t'ees.
33
Kylonas and reckless (1962) suggest that attitudes toward the
and legal institutions eay indicate a level of criminality: A

7
comparison was p)ade between prisoners' attitudes toward law
enforcement in Greece and prisoners' attitudes toward law enforcement
in the United States.

The study suggests that,

. . . despite the differences in history and culture of
Greece and the United States, internalization (residual)
of attitudes toward the law and law enforcement agencies
are discernible among discriminate samples of the
population, such as prisoners, laborers, and a hiohly
ethnic group. An attitudinal gradient would appear to
exist which, in turn, seems related to the potentiality
for involvement in criminal behavior. . . .s4
The criminality-level scale, consisting of 89 law item statements,
did not have a high degree of sensitivity; and Mylonas and Reckless
suggested that a more sensitive scale would have to he constructed to
measure precisely the criminality level of the individual adult.
Cleaver, 1.flenas and Reckless (1963)35 later constructed a
more sensitive :-;stru-ent to measure criminality levels of adults.
In this study nine different samples were used ranging from several
incarcerated offender groups, assumed to exhibit highly unfavorable
attitudes toward the law, to a sample of male Mormons who were
expected to have highly favorable attitudes toward law.

According

to Cleaver, Mylonas and Reckless, . . . "on the basis of statistics
computed for a wide range of both offender and non-offender samples,
it seems reasonable to conclude that the scale possesses a dependable
degree of reliability and validity..36 An unexpected finding revealed
that the womens' reformatory sample possessed a considerably more
unfavorable attitude tcward law than did the male penitentiary
inmates. Kay and Schultz (1964)37 who Lcle the original study of the
reformatory in7,ates offered this explanation concernin:7 the finflings:

8
. . . the women offenders who finally get to prison are
more adversely affected than male prisoners in the legal
process. Women have very much less chance to be
reported, to be arrested, to be convicted and to be
committed than men. Those who are ultimately sent to
prison are the very worst of the total, and hence it
should be expected that their attitudes toward courts,
judges, police, and prosecutors should be anti -law.
Secondly, women personalize arrest, jail detention,
court trial, and commitment to prison. Such experiences
are more anti-social than those which men prisoners
develop. The first possible explanation follows the
line of thought, "when she is bad she is very, very
bad," . . . and she must exude progressive badness to
get processed through arrest, detention, trial, and
commitment. The second explanation follows the line of
thought that wrath in women is more readily engendered
than in men; they have longer memories for inequities
than men; they are more sensitive to concern for personal„
status than men. We might call this the feline syndrome.-"'
These two studies, Mylonas and Reckless (1968) and Cleaver,
1.ylonas and Reckless (1968) were instrumental in the formation of
these thesis hypotheses and procedures for the measurement of
attitudes toward crime and law enforcement.
Since this study in many respects was not a replication of past
research, no single study served as an exact model. However, as
evidenced by the reviewed literature, several have been conducted
which in combination ultimately became the model for this study.
In the light of the above considerations three hypothesis were
formulated for testing.
Hynothesis

I

Since attitudes toward crime and law
enforccment vary significantly with the
crimTnal record, i.e., the number of
felonies committed followed by a prison
term, the single (firt) offer:lers
have significantly lc.t favorable attitudes
toward crime and more_ favorable attit'AeS
toward 1..lw and 1 ..w enforcer,,- ent thi,n do
recidivists.39

9
Huothesis

II

Hypothesis III

Incarcerated female criminals are
significantly more favorable in their
attitudes toward crime and less favorable
in their attitudes toward law enforcement
than male criminals.40
Those criminals who have a favorable
attitude toward crime vary significantly
from those who do not in terms of their
background characteristics, i.e., age,
marital status, church membership,
education, Qccupation and place of
residence.4I

Before operationalization of the three hypotheses in terms of
methodological considerations, it is imperative that the major
concepts employed in each be defined.

Operationalization will be

handled in Chapter III.
The measurement of attitudes and their impact upon behavior was
the major focus of this study.

In this respect it is of necessity

that attitude be defined:
. . . an attitude is a mental and neural state of
readiness, organized through experience, exerting
a directive or dynamic influence upon the
individual's response to all objects and situations
to which it is related . . . characteristically,
attitude provokes behavior that is . . . favorable
or unfavorable . . . toward the object or class of
objects with which it is related . . . this double
polarity in the direction of attitudes is ofIen
regarded as their cost distinctive feature.44
Bogardus defined an attitude as, ". . . a tendency to act toward or
against some environmental factors which become thereby a positive or
negative value."4, Emr;loyed in the hypotheses are additi,nal key
terms that rust be dered in order to gain the necessary persTective
ror tho operatToIL1lizJtior

f 4Je hypothe'ses.

these key terms and their c!efintions:

ListE.1

10
Crime

Any act or omission prohibited by public
law for the protection of the public, and
made punishable by the state in a judicial
proceeding in its' own name. It is a
public wrong, as distinnuished from a mere
private wrogg or civil injury to an
individual."

Criminal

A person legally convicted of a criminal
act.

Offender

A person convicted of a criminal act,
sentenced to a state or federal penal
institution and served time on that
sentence.

Favorable

That which is distinctively helpful or
advantageous in gaining an end.45 (Positive)

Unfavorable

Not favorable; not propitious; adverse, .
contrary or disadvantageous.11r' (Negative)

Recidivist

A person convicted of a criminal act,
sentenced to a state or federal penal
institution as a result of that conviction,
served the prescribed time on that
sentence within the institution and/or
parole time; convicted a second time for
another criminal act and is sentenced to
one of the above institutions, this person
is termed a recidivist or a recidive
criminal.

Law Enforcement

Persons employed on the local, state or
federal level to interpret the law and apply
it as they see fit, i.e., police, julges,
etc.

Tncarceree

A person serving a criminal sentence In a
state or federal penal institution.

Orientation

Familiarization with and adaptation to a
situation or environment with interi,rettion
of the environment as to tie, ohjects, and
persons.4/

4

In Charter I this researcher has actermtrd to secify the
research proL,lem urr scrutiny and justiry its study, after

ch

the theoretical propositions and rplalcd crpir'ical literature were
nresenter'.

Last, the hypotheses were itated

th teir operational

11
definitions.

Taking these basic research procedures into

consideration, we are now ready to examine
the setting in Chapter II
and research methods in Chapter III employed
in this study.
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CHAPTER II
DESCRIPTION OF THREE KENTUCKY STATE CORRECTIONAL
INSTITUTIONS
The data used in this thesis were obtained from three
different samples of incarcerated criminals.

One sample was drawn

from each of the three Kentucky State Correctional Institutions,
Kentucky State Penitentiary, Kentucky State Reformatory, and
Kentucky Correctional Institute for Women.
Recently, the National Council on Crime and Delinquercy
conducted a detailed study of the Adult Correctional program of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky./

The study and reccmmendations that

evolved from that research were used Tn describing the three state

-

correctional institutions and characterizing each institution's
population.2
Kentucky State Penitentiary
The Kentucky State Penitentiary, located near the small town of
Eddyville, in Lyon County, overlooks Barkley Lake.

The tewn of

Fddyville was moved several years ago to allow Parkley Lake to
permanently flood the area just below the penitentiary.
:111

•••;

Kentucky

State Penitentiary (K.S.7-.) is a walled institution, originally L;Ilt
betv!ece the years

ica3

and 12F5.

The wails and oeeinal Luildle.js

were constructed of grey lim stone.

IS
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The prisor is located in an area of approximately 87 acres--far
short of the original minimum of 200 acres recommended by the state
leyislature.

The prison compound is surrounded on three sides by an

18-foot wall, topped by a 2-foot coping.

The administration building

and cell blocks provide external security on the front of the
institution.
The institution has five cell blocks containing
There are no dormitories.

1,nr,6 cells.

Three of the cell blocks were constructed

in 1904, and the fourth was constructed in the late 1930's.

The last

cell block constructed is a modern type structure, properly equipped
with cells of suiteble size for decent habitation.
The institution was built at the time when the controllino
philosophy was primarily isclation and punishment for offerWees sent
to prison.

Accordingly, it was not constructed with a view to meeting

the needs of a modern correctional program nor to Provide the
facilities now recognized as essential for the care and treatment Of
inmates.

An example of this is to be found in the inmate groupings.

Inmates newly committed from the courts are kept in the same ce/i
block with inmates, including mental petients, who are segregeted for
custodial and other security reasons.

There is regular intermingling

of these men with other inmates which can seriously impeir the
possibility of rehabilitation.
Inmate Pole.ulation at Kentucky State Penitentia.--The irte
poevation at the time of the National Council on Cciee
Delinquency std" ees 1,300.

This nceclatien we,s

(lp of

practically every type of offender as far as age groee, crime.
leneth of senteece, and deyree of criolity was

concer4i,
•
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notwithstanding the fact that the prison is the maximum security
unit
to which the more serious offenders are supposed to go.

Commitments

are made directly by the courts, with provision for the Depart
ment of
Corrections transfer between LaGrange, Kentucky State Reformatory,
and Eddyville.
Along with 332 prisoners

serving

life, there were 119 men

serving lesser sentences from six months to one year.

One hundred

and eighty-seven inmates were 21 years of age or younge
r, and of
these thirty-three were 18 years of age or younger.

Five hundred

and seventy-nine of the inmates were first offenders.
A review of the availablo statistics on the inmate popula
tion
at K.S.P. leads to the inevitable fact that there are many
youthful
offenders; first offenders and other reformable men interm
ingled
with the larger population of morally corrupted indivi
duals;
habitual criminals.

This serves to point up the consequences of

such a situation upon the individual who is salvageable and
who is
not criminal by nature, as well as the consequences of the
neglect
of Kentucky's prison system in terms of opportunity for human
salvage.
In an average of two years and three months, all of these
men
except those serving life terms will be returning to their
commnities, either to lead law abiding lives or to commit furthe
r
depredations on life and property.

On the basis of -fte present

system and the lack of realistic treatent facilities
and personnel,
it can be reclsonably predicted that many men will come
out of r-ison
cmhittered and

-)re likely to commit Fore scrious cris thvi

crore.
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Kentucky State Reforimatory
The Kentucky State Reformatory is located in a rural,
agricultural ewr.unity on Highway No. 146, a short distance west of
the city of LaGrange and approximately twenty-six miles from Louisville,
Kentucky.

Many of the employees of the institution, including key

custodial and maintenance personnel, live long distances from the
institution.

However, the institution is located near the center of

population for the state.

For example, Louisville is the largest city

in the state, and Jefferson County, in which it is located, contributes
approximately forty percent of all convictions for felony-type
offenders.
The institution, the fenced enclosure of wh)ch occupies forty
acres, is located on the east corner of the reformatory reservation
consisting of approximately 3,400 acres of pasture and farm land.
A spur line from the L&N Railroad serves the institution.
The reformatory is essentially a medium security facility,
originally intended for the more reformable and tractable type of
prisoners.

Under present usage it has a maximum safe inmate housing

capacity of approximately 1,750 men, consisting of nine dormitory
buildings (seven open-dormitory type and two with individual rooms,
having a total capacity of 1,616 inmates) and four small cell blocks
with a total capacity of 124 inmates.
Inriate Pooulat.lo_at_Kentpcky State Reforma_tcry.--The KentUcky
State Reformatory had an ihwate population of 2,!191 i%t the time of
the National Council on Crime and Delinuency study.

This coir.pared

with a N.axium safe capacity of 1,790 invites representing a serious

19
over-croAed situation.

From 1951 Lo 1960 the population of the

prison had increased approximately thirty-cne percent.
The inmate population was made up of offenders of all ages from
14 up and persons convicted of practically every type of offense
under the statutes. Types of crime range from the first offender
sentenced for non-violent crime to the habitual, psychopathic
criminal.

The commitments of youths under 16 years of age is

authorized only on the charges of murder and rape.
It should be noted that 1,083 or approximately forty-three
percent of the total population were first offenders, and 582 of the
inmates were 21 years of age and under.

The present situation at

the reformatory not only provides little opportunity for youthful
offenders' renbilitation, but their inte,--inglino with the criminal
population makes it inevitable that they be contaminated and that
many of them may be converted to crIminal ways.
Approximately thirty-seven percent of the population was
confined for murder, rape, armed robbery, and other major offenses
involving violence.

Five hundred and ninety inmates were serving

sentences of from ten years to life, including 249 life-term
sentences.
Kentudg Correctional Institute for Women
The Kentcky Correctional Institute

or Women is located is

Shelby coty, r:eventeen miles from Shc11.i1le (the county seat.),
‘0
`, 4.•
twenty rri]es 1--om Louisville, and tx,lve F..ies from the Kentucky
hate PefcrLatory

‘3'c Le:wange), of wnich

womerrs risen is a
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The prison is isolated from imwediate population centers but
at the same time is in reasonably close proximity to the major
population centers of the state.

It is also close enough to its

parent institution, K.S.R. at LaGrange, to enable it to make use
of certain facilities and personnel in that institution.

At the

same time it is far enough removed from LaGrange to enable it to
have its own identity.
The prison was built in 1938 and occupied that same year.

The

plant is situated on a 273 acre farm which had formerly been operated
as a dairy by the central State Hospital.

The main building contains

office space, a kitchen and two dining rooms, an infirmary, a
library, and a general purpose room which is used essentially as a
class roce- tut which also serves as an auditorium and e:,epel.

There

are also two large dormitories, ten single cells, and four sleeping
rooms.
Inmate Population at Kentucky Correctional Institute for Women.-The inmate population at the time of the Naticral Council of Crime and
Delinquency survey was 65.

The averace population over the last ten

years has fluctuated LI,i- een 59 and 76 women. There were no inmates
under the age of 21 years, and 42 of the 65 were over 30 years of age.
Offenses for which the inmates were incarcerated covered a cross
section o7 felon*pe effenses, but it is noteworthy that
aprireKimetely helf had been convicted ef :eerc!er and
Aecerdiny to instituticnal statistics, the educatic,;a1 level
of the i

ac

opuiatien extends from illiterate to tee;fn

with the e\era,7e gre:ie level being 6.7.

•
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Maximum sentences for women presently in confinement ran from
one year to life, with two-thirds having maximum sentences under 5
years.

During the fiscal year 1960-1961, the average time served

was one year and eight months.

During the same year approximately

two-thirds of the releases were by parole with the rest being by
conditional release.
In Chapter II this writer has attempted to describe the three
prison settings and to characterize the inmate populations from
whence the samples were drawn. Although these data were collected
in 1961 by the National Council on Crime and Delinquency, many of
the same basic characteristics prevail today.

NOTES
1 National Council on Crime and Delinquency, "A Study of the
Adult Correctional Program of Kentucky," ('.,'ashington, D. C.:
National Council on Crime and Delinquency, Reprint, 1969).
'The material presented in this chapter was taken, for the
most part, directly from the National Council on Crime and
Delinquency's study of the Adult Correctional Program of Kentucky.
This material was collected during the years 1961 and 1962, and
was the most recent available.
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eHAiLR III
RESEARCH METHODS
The data used in this thesis were collected during the time
period November, 1969, through May, 1970 and as stated earlier were
from three Kentucky Correctional Institutions; Kentucky State
Penitentiary, Kentucky State Reformatory, and Kentucky Correctional
Institute for Women.

One sample was drawn from each of the penal

insitution populations.
and type of offense.

The two men's sample were matched by race

The total volunteer population at the women's

prison, 37 inmates, composed the third sample.
Sample Selection
Due to the relatively large population size at Kentucky State
Reformatory and the structure of the hypotheses, a stratified randum
11,4,
4

sampling technique was selected.

To maintain a high degree of

homogeneity, the criteria for the stratified sarple were designated
as follows:

first sentence served in a state or federal penal

institution as an adult, Caucasian, and property offenders.

By

taking advantage of the method of dealing with recently sentenced
offenders and the current offender population, randomization 7,f. the
saHale was assured by three means.
nwiters

ere

First, prison idenWication

sequential order at the date- of entrane

to the pciscn, thus an Lnalphabetized classification file was
availab;e.

Second, entrance to the institution vari(.: according to
23
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2:4

the local authorities.

Nany local sheriffs, due to distance to the

prison, would wait several months before final
ly arriving at the priFon
with

a

sufficient number of new inmates.

The occurence of many

arrivals at one time was thought to minimize
possible bias in the
selection of the sample. Third, a total list
of all inmates by
prison identification fluter was compiled, takin
g into consideration
the aforementiened stratum. The total number of
inmates falling into
these strata, approximately 500, were then divided
by sixty with the
resulting dividend being the interval size for
the selection of the
sample.
The nature of the hypotheses made it necessary
to draw a
stratified random sarrple from the prison population
at the Kentucky
State Penitentiary.

The criteria for stratifyinG the so-,ple, as

explained previously. were, recidivists (two or more
times in a
state or federal penal ihstitution), Caucasian,
and property
offenders.

The stratified randomization was assured by the
same

selectien !,.cans employed at Kentucky State Refor
ratory.

A total

of fifty-five interviews were conducted at this insti
tution.
Due to the size of the inmate pcoulation at the Kentu
cky
Correctional Institute for Women, a stratified
sample was
impossible. There were only 55 women in prison.
The deputy warder,
put the interiews on a voluntary basis, and thirt
y-seven interviews
were secured.
s10

CS

Property offenders oloroi ,;:ere included in the
two :Ien's sample,
since they represent

1. -,o ler(jest single cat:ory of cffcnCers.

The
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property offenders are regarded as the group in which criminal
careers are concentrated.

Inmates that are convicted of "crimes

against the person," i.e., murder, rape, manslaughter, are
considered to be non-habitual with chances cr opportunity of
recidivism almost non-existent.1
With the samples determined, attitude and background
characteristic data were then collected by means of an interview
schedule.
The Interview Schedule
Administration of the interview schedules were conducted by
fellow graduate students and by the writer.

Standards for

administerino tne schedules were maintained for each sample.
Consistency was maintained in all three samples by three means.
14-

First, each interviewee was given a basic set of oral instructions
2
by the interviewer.
These instructions included the anonymous3
nature of the schedule and basic justification for conducting the
interview; second, a maximum time limit of thirty minutes was
allocated for each interview; and third, when the interviewee did
not understand a particular item, a very brief explanation

Was

given by the interviewer.
The interview schedule contained a total of thirty attitudinal
statemeneL ehich represented seven general areas:

criminal identi-

fication, asseciational preference, inrate loyality.
pclice, prc,secTtor, and crime and law erforcc!,,ent. '-rff9 these
stateLents, areas of concentration .er° selected.
indicated

.ere the

These areas ds

atiltudes t.:wardcrire EA law enricement.
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The face sheet contained twenty-three items that were used to
characterize the diverse backgrounds of the samples.

The entire

interview schedule is presented in the appendix.
Attitude Measurement
In the original proposal attttudinal measurements were to some
extent to have been confined to specific individual item analysis.
However, after the data were collected on attitude scale, using
Guttman's4 theory and methodology, it was constructed in the contentarea of attitudes toward crime and law enforcement.
The scale contained four items but later was reduced to three
items based on scaloram criteria and a low inter-item, correlation
of one item.

The three items scaled at the coefficient of

reproducibility level of .94. The standard errors assccieted with
each item were, twenty-one, twenty, and fifteen respectively. The
standard error of estimate for the observed coefficient of
reproducibility was .015. The three item scale provided the means
whereby comparisons of first offenders, recidivists, and women's
attitudes toward crime and law enforcement were made.
The use of the three-item scale was not without precedence.
discussing scaling and scale theory, Stouffer (1950)5, under the
auspices of Louis Guttman and others, indicated justification for
the use of three or four item scales.6

in the xeasurement of

C;-ristien Educ7aticr,'

en,lAyed a

three icv",61- tr.csr-t:r:e sea. Cther researchers that have ur.ed
three or fcJr item scalcs as evidence:i by the literture were
Quinney (106!,)8 nd

(ic;5A).1

In
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The scale was judged reliable based on the internal
consistency and interrelationship of the three items.

All three

items employed in the scale had been previously judged reliable,
according to Rundquist and Sletto's10 study of attitudes toward the
law.

The items used in the construction of the scale were obtained

directly from Rundquist and Sletto's extensive law scale and the
scale used in the present study is comparable to their scale.
Disagreement with a particular item indicated a positive attitude
toward crime and a negative attitude toward law. The scale items
are listed below.
„

Attitude Toward Crime 11
1.

Court decisions are almost always just.
(1)
(2),
(3)
(4)

2.

In the court a poor man will receive as fair
treatment as a millionaire.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

3.

Strongly Agree
Agree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree
Agree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

On the whole, policemen are hcrest.
Strongly Agree
Agree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

After an exination of the percentage distribution for each
item vS nade, the respiAses were dichotomized, asree or

41.
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disagree, due to the size of the total number of respondents in
each cell.
Individual ites in the content-area of crime and law
enforcement were also cross-tabulated with the aforementioned
background characteristics.

Those crime and law enforcement items

that related most significantly to the background characteristics
will be presented in Chapter IV.

However, the attitude toward

crime scale was the most empirically efficient means used to
measure criminals' attitudes toward crime and law enforcement.

nTES
1

Julian Roebuck, "A Tenative Criminal Typology of Negro Felons,"
(Unpublished, typewritten manuscript, 1946). According to Roebuck,
. . . crimes agains. the person are commited by criminal "amateurs,"
very often as a consequence of circumstantial factors or unusual
pressures. Often amateurs' crimes are outbursts of passion,
aggression, or pathological distortions of the sexual impulse. They
comprise only a small percentage of the prison population. Property
offenders are very different in a number of ways. They reflect a
more diverse etiology . . . crimes of property offenders derive from
social, economic, and cultural circumstances . . . weaknesses of
character. . . .
2
The basic set of instructions were given to each member of
the interview team by this writer. The instructions were committed
to memory and employed in the pretesting situation and at the penal
institutions.
3
The anonymity was established to control dishonesty. See
John C. Ball's explanation of this factor in a similar interview
situation. John C. Ball, "Delinquent and Non-Delinquent Attitudes
Toward the Prevalence of Stealing," Journal of Criminal Law,
Criminology and Police Science, Vol. 4811957), 262.
4
Louis Guttman, "A Basis for Scaling Qualitative Data,"
American Sciological Review, Vol. 9 (1944), 106.
5
Samuel Stouffer, "An Overview of the Contributions to Scaling
and Scale Theory," t,:easurement and Prediction, (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1950, Chapter I, pp. 17-18.
6
!bid.
•
7Hart
Nelsen, 'Attitudes Toward Religious Education in
A3palachia," ::eicious
.
Education, ,larwry-Februarii,
pp. 50-55.
8
Richard 7uinney, "Political Conservatism, ,Ilien;..tion,
and
tali sr:'.2.mtin:ercies of Socil Status and Relicus FundameTitalisT,"
Socic.TtrY "ol 27 (1964), 372-231.
.ul L:arton and Cernie Borr2s. "EductIon.
Prejudice and fl.iscri. ination: A Study in Readirccs for
Des,,gre?ticr,,"
Review, Vol. ?3 (19E1), 41-49.
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10E. A. Rundquist and R. F. Sletto,
PersonaliLty In The
Depression, A Study in the Measurement of Attitudes, -Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 19361, pp. 25-26.

CHAPTER IV
DATA AND FINDINGS
Before discussing the findings, it is necessary to further
describe the basic background characteristics of the respondents.
General Background Characteristics
As to the sex distribution, the two men's samples represented
seventy-five percent of the total respondents, thus a three to one
ratio between men and women inmates.
Approxinately one-half or 45 percent of the respondents were
single and had never been married.

Thirty-two percent of the inmates

were married, with the remaining 20 percent either divorced or
widowed.
The age distribution, as was expected, was skewed with
approximately 61 percent of the total 29 years of age or younger.
The remaining 39 percent of the inmates interviewed were almost
evenly distributed between the ages of 30 and 50.
Fifty-five percent of the total number of inrates interviewed
were church rerbers.

One-half of the church members were Protestant

and approxir!ately 32 percent were r5ers of a Catholic church.

The

remeining 20 percent were either me!t?rc of the .:,ewish faith or a
church of another type.
The percentage distribution for the 142 inmates' academic
achievement level was:

thirty-five percent had some elementary
31
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•
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school education (first to seventh grade); fifty-two percent of the
inmates had had some high school education (eighth to twelfth grade);
eight percent had received their high school diploma; five percent had
attended college for at least a short period of time.
The percentage distribution for the types of property offenses
by typologyI are as follows:
Types

Classification

Number

Theft

Percent

29

19.6

55

37.2

25

16.8

143

100.0

Auto
Cattle Rustling
Grand Larceny
Stolen Goods
Forgery
Credit Cards
Uttering a Forged
Instrument
Accessory to Forgery
Burglary
Breaking and Entering
Safecracking
Other*
Arsoo
Narcotics
Armed Robbery
Totals

*(Other indicated non-typology types, crimes usually
involving contact with a victim.)
There seemed to be considerable discrepancy between the inmates'
jrceptons o

the cor%7unity size, :here he or she :,(7d livAd most of

their lives, Frd the &ctual census size of the cc; amity.
;6-

ird,ates' perceptions of their com- nity size
the actual size.

WES

Most

approxirat,ly twice

1.-i2hty-ccven percent of the i:0 -cles listed their
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place of residence as Kentucky, and the remaining 30 percent were
from border states to the north of Kentucky.
The distribution by types of occupation are as follows:
Occupation

Number

Farm Laborers or Foremen
Private Household Workers
Laborers, except Farm and Mine
Service Workers, except Private
Household Workers
Operatives and Kindred Workers
Clerical or Kindred Workers
Sales Workers
Craftsmen, Foremen or Kindred Workers
Managers, Officials and Proprietors
Professional, Technical or
Kindred Workers
Totals

Percent

8
4
35

5.4
2.7
23.6

24
23
6
4
24
6

16.2
15.5
4.1
2.7
16.2
4.1
4.1

N=140

(:ht or
percent of the inmates did not respond
to the question.)
The ceneral background characteristics and percentage
distributions served two purposes:

first, to directionalize the

generalizations that can be drawn from this study; second, to
set in
the reader's mind the approximate scope and depth of this study
.
The Scale
The attitudes toward crime scale was reliable in that the
items
were jud2ed to be adequately centered in the content-area, based
on
their interrelationship as determined by cress-tebulatinns and
the
rocffi:;-

o

er

ucibitj.

.ee '
- the ti (ee

The cce -ice:ent or reproducibility
,c's not ecaled

separately d,,-; to the totl s.Fple size end hueocereity factors.
The
respo !eets

5.iN„:1-1 a choi(e of four ans.:ers to each of

e scale
•
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statements, strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree.

The

inmates answers were later dichotomized into two categories, agree
or disagree, as a result of the total sample size (148 inmates) and
subsequent cell size.

Respondents that were in agreement with a

statement were given a scale score of zero (0), and those in disagreement were given a scale score of one (1).

This procedure was carried

out for each of the three statements. Thus, respondents that
accumulated total scale score of zero or one possessed a positive
attitude toward law and a negative attitude toward crime.

The

respondents that accumulated scores of two or three possessed a
positive attitude toward crime and a negative attitude toward law.
Tabular Analy_sis
As indicated above, a raw scale score of zero, one, two, or
three, was given to each revondent so that cross-tabulations of all
hypothesized variables could be made to the attitude toward crime
scale.

Table 1 shows the extent of attitudinal differences as

compared to the number of sentences served in a state or federal
penal institution.
As evidenced by Table 1, there is no significant relationship
between first offenders, second offenders, and third cm more frequent
offenders, and the attitude variable.

Inmates that had served three

or more F.entences were slightly higher on the attitudE variable
(positive attitude toward cric) than we)-e the two other categories
C-7 ina -J:s.

These d:fferences were

and 11 perccnt for first offenders.

percent for second offenders
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TABLE 1
DISTRIBUTION OF CRIMINALS' ATTITUDE TOWARD CRIME BY
NUMBER OF SENTENCES SERVED
Negative Attitude
04
First
Second
Third (+)

25
9
8

Positive Attitude

29.77
34.33
21.63

Chi square = 1.236, df=2,
tailed test was used.)2

59
18
29

Totals

70.24
66.67
78.38

84
27
37

100.0
100.0
100.0

*V=.0419, N=148 (when one

(To test chi square the columns were collapsed into a forced
dichotemy to increase the number of cases in each cell.)
*See footnote for explanation of V.
In Table 2 the inmates' sex and marital status characteristics
were contrasted with the variable, attitude tcward crie.

Scale .

scores and computed statistical tests indicated a significant
relationship between inmates' attitudes toward crime and the two
characteristics, sex and marital status.

As indicated in Table 2

a larger percentage of males, 78.9 percent, than females, 64.2
percent, are found in the positive attitude toward crime category.
Further examination of Table 2 revealed that marital status
and the crime variable were positively asscciated.

A larger

percentace of sinle inmates, N=55 or 83.3 percent, indicated a
positive attitude toward crime as cowered with inmates in the other
tie ct ]ocies.
attitudes tov;ard

F,uvever, upon further cxeLination of the iative
(positive attitude t:

1 0
. , the table

revealed that more married inmates, N=20 or 42.5 percent, as cmpared
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with inmates in the other three categories, possessed a non-favorable
attitude toward crime (positive attitude toward law).
TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF INMATES' ATTITUDE TOWARD CRIME
BY SEX* AND MARJTAL STATUS*
Negative Attitude
(1)
(0)

Positive Attitude
(2)
(3)
N

4

SEX
Male
7 6.31
Female. . . . 7118.92
MARITAL STATUS
Single. . . . 4 6.06
Married . . . 5l0.64
Divorced. . . 414.81
Separated and
Widowed . . 1 12.50

N

Totals
Jo

U

22 19.82
6 16.22

31 27.93 5145.95
6 16.22 13!48.65

111
37

100.0
100.0

7 10.61
15 31.91
4 14.81

16 24.24 3959.09
12 25.53 15!31.91
829.63 1140.74

66
47
27

100.0
100.0
100.0

2 25.00

1 12.50 4; 50.00

8

Sex: Chi square-6.42, df=3, p-=.05 (When one tailed test was
used), V=.2083, *(75 percent of the total here male).
Marital Status: Chi square=14.13, df=9, p.06 (When one tailed
test was used), V=.1784, *44.6 percent of the total were single.
As evidenced in Table 3, there was no significant relationship
between the inmate's area of residence and his or her attitude toward
crime.

About all that could be said is that inmates that have lived

in urban areas of 10,000 to 100,000 were somewhat more crime oriented
than were others.

4
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TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION OF INMATES' ATTITUDES TOWARD
CPIME BY PLACE OF RESIDENCE

Residence Size
1. Under
2,500
2. Under
10,000
3. 10,000 to
100,000
4. 100,000 to
1 Million

Negative Attitude
(0)
(1)

Positive Attitude
(2)
(3)

N

N

N

6 16.67

4 11.11

12 33.33 14 38.89

36

100.0

4 12.50

7 21.88

10 31.25 11 34.38

32

100.0

2 4.65 9 20.93

8 18.60 24 55.81

43

100.0

2 6.67 6 20.00

5 16.67 1756.67

30

100.0

Chi square=10.7883, df-9, p

N

Totals

o,

(When one tailed test

used)

was

V=.1587, N=141 (Seven or 21.9 percent of the inmates did not
answer the question).
In Tables 4 and 5 comparisons were made between individual
orientation items on the interview schedule in the content-area of
crime and law enforcement and various inmate characteristics, i.e.,
marital status, se <, number of sentences served in a state or federal
penal institution, and education.
According to Table 4, within the total inmate samples there
was a consistent relationship between individual non-scale crime and
enforcamEnt orientation items (, eiables) by marital status. :tern
number' three:

How rany people would steal something if they had

c,cod chance?; and item numer four:

a

We would havr: less crime if our

laws were roe strict; indicated a significant relationship between
the marital status varieble and the crime and law enforcement
varibles.

More sin1e i-,m5tes indicated a slightly mPre l)ositive

,-,-400414,44 1;44 .
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TABLE 4
INDIVIDUAL ITEM COMPARISONS: BY MARITAL STATUS
TO CRIME AND LAW ENFORCEMENT VARIABLES
' fr

Negative
Attitude
Marital .
Status

F

1. (It's all right for
a person to break the
law if he doesn't get
caught)

2. (How many people
would steal from a
store if they had a
good chance?)

3. (How many people
would steal something
if they had a good.
chance?)

4. (We would have less
crime if our laws
were more strict)

5. (On the whole,
policeTen arc honest)

Single
18
Married
26
Divorced
7
Separated
& Widowed 3
Single
Married
16
Divorced
5
Separated
& Widowed 3
Single
27
Married
22
Divorced 11
Separated
& Widowed 5
Single
10
Married
24
Divorced 10
Separated
& Widowed 3

Totals

N

N

78.79
82.98
70.37

14
8
8

21.21 66
17.02 47
29.63 27

95.28

1

11.72

100.0
100.0
100.0

8

100.0

27.27 48
72.73 66
55.32 21 r 44.68 17
25.93 20
74_07 27

100.0
100.0
100.0

37.50

5

8

100.0

10.61
34.04
13.52

59
31
22

83.39 66
65.96 47
81.48 27

W.
100.0
100.0

37.50

5

62.50

8

100.0

40.91
59.57
40.74

39
19
16

59.90 66
40.43 47
59.26 27

100.0
100.0
100.0

62.50

3

37.50

8

100.0

T
56 ! N.2.5 66
23
48.94 47
17 1 62.96 27

100.0
100.0
100.0

15.15
51.06
37.04

37.50 ! 5

62.50

62.50

8

100.0

1.

C'ni square-17.2447, df=3, p-..,
:.001 (When one tailFd t.cF.t was
N=143.

2.

Chi

used).
3.
used).

Single
52
Married
39
Divorced 19
Separated
& Widowed 7

Positive I
Attitude I

rc7-10.9139, df=3,

(When one tailed test was

Ch 4, scuare=10.5499, df=3, p.z.008 (When one tailed test was
.'=.2670, N=143.

39
4
4. Chi square=5.0963, df=3, p.O9 (When one tailed test was
used). V=.1P56, N=148.
5. Chi square-16.9500, df=3, p.z.00l (When one tailed test was
used). V=.3384, N=148.
orientation toward crime than did other status categories of inmates.
7tems number one, two, and five were also consistent with the positive
orientation toward crme as expressed by the sinole and divorced
inmates. (1) It's all right for a person to break the law if he
doesn't get caught; (2) How many people would steal from a store if
they had a good chance? (5) On the whole policemen are honest.

Of

the four categories, those least oriented toward crime (orientation
toward law) were either married, and separated. cc widowed inmates.

:1!

In Table 5 individual items in the content-area of crime and
law enforcement were compared to the number of sentences served in a
state or federal penal institution.
s

Items (1) A man should always

obey the law, no matter how much it interfers with his personal

• 1

desire; and item (2) Court decisions are almost always just; indicated
that the number of sentences served in a state or federal penal
institution, two or more, were positively associated with these two
crime and law enforcement items.

In both cases more recidivists were

shown to possess positive orientations toward crime than were first
offenders.

Item (3) We would have less crime if our laws were p -re

steict; arc itee; (4) A. hungry man has the right to steal; were also
srifioartly related Lo the numbers of sentences

‘1.-rved. !'
, ore

recidivists indicated p)sitive orientations toyard crime than first
offenders.

The ta'r,lo also illustrates that first offenders possessed

the hicest reative cJriontation toward crime (positive orientation
toward law) -,:c.::vared to recidivist.
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TABLE 5
INDIVIDUAL ITEM COMPARISON: NUMBER OF SENTENCES
SERVED TO CRIME AND LAW ENFORCEMENT VARTAFLES
Negative
Attitude
Number of
Sentences
Served
1. (A man should always
obey the law, no
matter how much it
interfers with his
personal desire)

Positive i
Attitude 1

Totals

c/

0/

/0

First
73
Second
22
Third (+) 24

86.90
81.48
64.86

11
5
13

13.10 84
18.52 27
35.14 37

100.0
100.0
100.0

2. (Court decisions are
almost always just)

First
Seccnd
Third (4-)

44.05 47
43.15 14
24.32 22

.55.95 84
51.85 27
75.68 37

100.0
100.0
100.0

3. (':e would have less
crime if our laws
were yore strict)

First
47
Second
10
Third (+) 14

55.95
37.04
37.84

37
44.05 84
17
62.96 27
23 ! 62.16 37

100.0
700.0

4. (A hungry man has
the right to steal)

First
63
Second
17
Third (+) 21

75.00
62.96
56.76

21 ; 25.001 84
10 ! 37.04 27
16 1 43.24 37

100.0
100.0
100.0

37
13
9

loom

1. Chi square=7.9437, df=2, p.e...01 (When cne tailed test was
used.) V-.2317, N=148.
2. Chi square=5.1133, df=2, p.O4 (When one tailed test was
used.) V=.1859, N=148.
3. Chi square=4.9594, df=2, p- .05 (When one tailed test was
used.) V=.1831, N=148.
used.)

ihi st:are=4.3695, df=2, p-.06 (When one tailed test WaS
-.1718, N=148.

-11b1e 6 indicates that within the inmate s171t:s there wes a
re7:,Lionshi;) between the ve,riT. ble education zinci the
orientation t(-Ty, rd
just.

(1) Court decisions aro alost alv:ays

More irates .. .!ho had 6chThved some high sd-,col eduOttowor
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more expressed a positive orientation toward crime than did the
inmates who had received less formal education.

Item (2) How many

people would steal something if they had a good chance? indicated that
more males than fe.rales were positively orientated toward crime.
TABLE 6
INDIVIDUAL ITEM COMPARISON: EDUCATION AND SEX
TO csinE AND LAW ENFORCEMENT VARIABLES

2

I.

Inmates Education
No formal education to
completion of 6th grade. . .
Seventh grade to some
college education

Negative
Attitude

Positive
Attitude

N

N

Totals

%

28

47.46

31

52.54 59

100.0

28

31.46 61

68.54. 89

100.0

20
11

18.02 91
29.73 26

81.93 111
70.27 37

100.0
100.0

-;
2.

Sex of the Inmate
Male
Female

1. (Court decisions are almost always just)
Chi square-3.2100, df=1, p..‹.04 (When one tailed test
was used.) V=.1473, N-148.
2. (How many people would steal something if they had a
good chance?)
Chi square-3.06, df=1,
(When one tailed test
was used.) V=.1438, N=148.
In Chapter IV this writer has attempted to present the most
significant findings with reference to the research topic.
A

Chanter V these findings are discussed with inrerences and
iH ,- ..erpretction

,c•

;c1::te to previous research fi , ,r.,9s.

In

CA.

NOT ES
1

Julian Roebuck, "A Tenative Criminal Typology of Negro Felons."
The purpose of Roebuck's typology was to categorize different types of
property offenders in a simple manner so that differences could be
shown between these types of criminals.
2Although chi square is a nondirectional test, there may be
cases when it can be used in making a one tailed test. In this case,
the p value is doubled, i.e., 5 percent point becomes 2.706.
N. M. Dennie and R. W. Heath, Basic Statistical Methods, (2nd ed;
New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 1965), p. 169.
3In order
to measure the relative importance of the various
background characteristics, i.e., sex, marital status., church
membership, etc., on the attitude and orientation variables, a
chi square based measure of the degree of association was used.
Although not widely used in the social science literature, Cramer's V
has several advantages over traditional measurements cf association.
Cramer's V (denoted as V) compensates for differences in both samle
size and the number of categories in each variable, and since it tics
between 0 and 1, it affords a rough index of predictive association
between two variables. A value of 0 reflects complete independence,
and 1, reflects complete dependence, of the attributes being
measured. See Hubert M. Blalock, Jr., Social Statistics, (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1960), pp. 228-231; Richard Quinney, Seciometrv, Vol. 27
(1964), 372-381; and William L. Hays, Statistics for Psvcholonists,
(New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 19631, pp. 606-609.

CHAPTER V
4

INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS AND INFERENCES

J

The interpretations and inferences that are discussed in this
chapter are based on the premise that the processes of socialization
1
of "prisonizationu that take place within the "prison community"
have an effect upon incarcerees' attitudes and subsequent criminal
behavior.
Analysis of these data, both scale and individual items,
supported a significant relationship between the inmates' marital
status and attitudes and orientations toward crime and law enforcement
variables. rore single and divorced inmates indicated favorable
attitudes and orientations toward crime and less favorable attitudes
and orientations toward law and law enforcement than did either
married, separated, or widowed inmates. Tappan (1960)2 offered an
explanation of how marital status affects attitudes and behavior:
. . . many prisoners have had too little time and
opportunity before their imprisonment to marry or, if
married, to divorce or separate. Thus, the relatively
hich preportion of single males w;iu ore convicted of
burglary and car theft, and to a lesser extent, of
ordinary larceny and robbery, probably reflect the
predominant yoLthfuiness of offenders of those types
rather than an inoisposition to marital life . . . it
is certain that those who live with a wifo arc less
frently cor:vcted than those who dre single,
sepicaed or divorced.
. . . It is zoparent that stable end satisfying
marriages tend to prevent or reduce criminality nd
in many inctLinces .C-If2y ray be largely responslc for
1erminati!,9
iH nal earcc,(s. Marriazo OiLIS- tall 4
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greater impact of attitudes,4 emotions, self-esteem,
and regard for others than do most life experiences
and associations.5
. . . Conversely, where the individual cannot attai
n
an acceptable mate or cannot find compatibility in
marriage the chonces of his criminality are
enhanced. . . .°
Thus it may be concluded from Tappan's explanation
that the social
factor of marital status has an effect upon attitudes and
behavior
patterns of the marital partner.
There was a significant relationship between the crime
and
law enforcement variables and the sex variable.

However, as

hypothesized, females were expected to indicate a signi
ficantly
more favorable attitude toward crime than males; this
situation did

„
4-

not prevail.

In terms of the percentace distribution, there was

almost an exact one to one ratio between males and femal
es, when
positive attitudes toward crime and law enforcement were
analyzed.
The only evidence that would substantiate this. findi
ng would reflect
upon the female sample.

Evidently, the women's sample was biased to

a lesser degree by the nin-property offenders included
in the 37
interviews conducted.

The women's sample, as indicated in

Chapter III, included several first offenders incarcerat
ed for crimes
against the person such as murder and child abuse.
According to many criminologists, there is a statistica
lly
significent di :.I'crence between the rate of crime am'oee;
our. adults
end the rate of crime among other age groups.

Altheegh it T.Fiy be

true that there ae f:,ore youthful offenders involved in
crime, the
rtEbflty cf you l_l crime being detected is much ce-eater
C7e
probabilily of detection of more "experienced," crimj
nal offen(lees.

•

cs• •
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!Athin the three samples, 61 percent of the inmat
es interviewed were
semi -youthful offenders, ages 18 to 29. Many of
these youthful
offenders were serving their first sentence in
a state or federal
penal institution, and they were not expected to evide
nce positive
attitudes and orientations toward crime, or negative attit
udes and
orientations toward law and law enforcement.

These assumptions

were based on short duration and minimal amount of
experience in a
state institution. It was apparent that not enough
time had elapsed
for the processes of "prisonization" to have had an
adverse effect
upon these inmates' attitudes and behavior.

Although frequency and

duration of experience, based on the number of sente
nces served in a
state or federal penal institution, were not significan
tly related to
the attitudes toward crime variable, individual item
analysis revealed
the following results.

More first offenders tended to have favorable

orientations toward law and law enforcement, while more
recidivists
showed positive orientations toward crime, and negat
ive orientations
toward law and law enforcement.

These findings, although limited in
depth, are supportive of Sutheriand's7 contentions that
duration,
priority, and experience with delinquent groups have
an adverse
effect upon normative orientations and attitudes and resul
ting
criminal behavior.
According to these data, church membership and church
attendance had little or no effect upon the ireates' attit
udes
erientations toward crime and law enforcement.

church memlaership

in eest eases exerts reli,jious control over its re5burs.
Is inocaled
in Chapter ITT. over 55 percent of the irae?tes inclu
ded in Cie 1-cta1
sample were church members.

Heaever, it can be assumed that Uie
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church was unable to communicate with or have
an effective control
over those members who were involved in crimi
nal behavior and as a
result were incarcerated.
The bureaucratic structure of the formal educa
tion system also
exerts institutional pressures upon its stude
nts to conform to the
normative behavior pattern of society. The
dependent variables,
academic achievement level, and the reaso
n for havinr,; dropped out
of school, were not related to the crime and
law enforcement
variables. Only one item indicated a relationsh
ip between the two
variables. Vore if-rates who had attended high
school or were high
school graduates indicated favorable orientatio
ns toward crime than
other inmates with less formal education. Takin
g into consideration
the samples, this occurence was expected but
to a greater extent,
because many of the property offenses for which
these inmates were
convicted involve a quasi -high degree of skill
and intelligence,
i.e., forgery and breaking and entering.
4.1

The legal occufoation8 variable was not relat
ed either to any of
the individual items in the content-area of
crime and law enforcement
or to the crime scale. These findings are suppo
rtive of many
criminoloists' investigations in that Econo
mic conditions per se are
of minor importance when social determinants
of criminal behavior
and attitudes are ccncerned. Althouch the major
ity of the incarcerees
came f-oe workinc class9 eneironents, crime is
by no 1.-.E.Ols a
working class phenc - enon. post studies have ildie
ated that high

3

ratios of 1..orkin7 c:ess persons have concentrat
ed on critr.e agaiost
property sio.;1 as lacceof or b - lary. :Fos e
would e,;ect to ¶j4
a smaIl ;ercentage of worng class 1 .- -s,:- ns ;evol
ved in

7.,e (AKA
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as embezzlement or fraud, because the availability and opportunity
of this middle class situation, appropriate for criminal behavior,
would be almost non-existent fo .the working class person.
Many criminologists point to the fact that urban areas have
predominantly higher crime rates than rural areas.

In this thesis,

the place of residence was not significantly related to the crime and
law enforcement variables.

However, based on the percentage

distributions for rural and urban areas of residence, positi
ve
orientations toward crime were greater among the inmates from an
urban setting. Two factors may influence this behavior pattern.
First, family conformity pressures upon its members are far greate
r

4

in the rural setting than in the urban; and pany rinor activities
that are in violation of the law are handled within the family
.

The

same situation in the urban setting probably would be handled by
legal authorities, because family conformity pressures are
less
evident in the urban areas. Second, situations appropriate for
the
learning of criminal attitudes and behavior, i.e., association with
delinquent gangs, etc., are far greater in the urban setting than
in the rural.
The Hypotheses
The hypothesis:

Since attitudes toward cr.:me and law
enforcement will var.,' Si gi ii car. y in th
the crininal record, i.e., the nurlAx of
felcnies cormittFd
!)y a prIcon
term. the sir,c7e (first) offc:v!ers
uid
have si2nifica:-Itly le.s.s favorable a,'Y',:des
me ard rcre - E:vorze
to:ierd 1(71,J and law enforcement fleri
recidivists,
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was considered to be the primary test of the theoretical
propositions on which this thesis is based.

In this hypothesis',

positive attitudes toward crime and negative attitudes toward law
and law enforcemLnt were dependent upon the appropriate situation in
which these attitudes and subsequent behavior could be learned.

This

learning situation, according to Sutherland, takes place within
intimate personal groups, i.e., the prison cemmunity.

Within this

learning situation, techniques of committing crimes and the specific
direction of motives, drives, rationalizations, and attitudes are
I.

acquired.

These learning situations are also dependent upon

frequency (number of sentences served in a given perfod of time);
upon the intensity of learning (increasing as recidive sentences
are incurced); upon duration (length of time for each sentence);
upon priority (preference for learning criminal behavior over noncriminal behavior patterns); and upon intensity (the degree of
effect upon the inmate in the appropritte situation for criminal
behavior to be learned.) 'This hypothesis in many ways was a corollary
of Sutherland's theoretical propositions employed in the differential
association theory of criminal behavior.

In this respect the

findings, although to a limited degree, were considered to support
Sutherland's theory. These findings were also support
of !,lylonas
10
and Neckless (1963) find!nys that first offenders e2,pressed riore
fevorable attitudes towo-d law and legal institutions t!en recidivists.
This supportive facto- is based on the premise that a negative
attitude tnwarC. 16W indicates a positive attitude toward criwe and
resultie: behavior.

•

41; ,
..,•'•
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Hypothesis number two:

Incarcerated female criminals are
significantly more favorable in
their attitudes towardcrime and
Tess favorable in their attitudes
toward law enforcement than
incarcerated male criminals,

which evolved from the combined studies of Kay and Schultz (1964)11
and Cleaver, Mylones and Reckless (1968)12 was sienificantly related
to the attitude variable but did not substantiate their findings.
This thesis was based on scale analysis and individual items in the
content-area c

the variables, crime and law enforcement.

In hypothesis number three:

Those criminals who have a
favorable (positive) attitude
toward crime vary significantly
from those who do not in terms
of their background
characteristics, i.e., age,
marital status, church
ecrbershin, education, reason
for dropping out of school,
occupation, and place of
residehce,

the background characteristic marital status was the variable most
significantly related to the variables attitudes and orientations
toward crime and law enforcement.

Both scale analysis and individual

item analysis in the content area supported this finding.

The othar

background characteristics that were related, based on individual
item analysis, included the inmates' level of formal education and
the inmates' place of residence.

The remaining background variables,

church membership, reason for dropping out of school. and occupation,
4cee not related tc tkne eeilainal attitude scale or Ole individual
iteHs ih

.ennt

.1d law enforcee:ent.

of ettitudes ad orientations tG..,:ard crime
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'Aile the findings in this thesis were associated with
several propositions that were posited by Sutherland in his
differential association theory of criminal behavior, they cannot
represent a valid test of the theory.

However, it can be concluded

that this study was a corollary of Sutherland's theory, and in this
"frame of reference" represents a quasi-valid test of the theory.

NOTES
1

Donald Clemmer, The Prison Community, (New York: Holt, Reinh
art
and Winston, 1966), pp. 298-299. According to Clemmer, priso
nization
is the process of assimilation of the prison culture by inmat
es as
they become acquainted with the prison world.
2
Paul W. Tappan, Crime, Justice, and Correction, (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 196-0)7 pp. 215-234.
3Ibid.
4
A line was drawn under the word attitudes in Tappan's
quotation by this writer for emphasis
5Op._c
i_t., Tappan.
6Ibid.
7

Edwin H. Sutherland, Principles of Criminology, (Philadelr hia:
J. B. Lippincott Company, 1947), pp. 5-7.
'Several inmates indicated that they had never held a lecjal
job
and were eliminated from the occupation types. Several
indicated that
crime had been their sole means of income and listed
their
occupation as professional criminal.
9
Social class and/or socio-economic-status were not ccnsidered
social determinants of criminals' attitudes toward crime
and law
enforce:rent, thus were not analyzed in depth.
10
A. D. Mylonas and W. C. Reckless, "Prisoners' Attitudes Towar
d
Law and Lecal Institutions," Journal of Criminal Law, Criminolog
y, and
Police Science Vol. 54, No. 4 --(December; 1901, 479-4
84.
11
2arbara A. Kay and Chtistine G. Schultz, "DiYeence of
Attitudes Tw-:ard Constituted Authority Between Male and
Female
Felony inmates," Interdisciplinary_ Probles in Cry:
^t:mers
of the r-erican Society of Criminolp .
. v,7127
12,.atrick T. Cleaver, A. D. Mylons, and Welter
)
r ;r2lless,
"Att1:17 Tcwrd IFH; rnfnrcer!ent i'
€d ties."
Journal of Pesearch in Crime and Delin -uen-- "ol
1 (lanuary,
19G),
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The findings of this study indicate crime and law
enforcement
attitude and orientation differences among the
three samples employed.
!lore recidive criminals possessed favorable
attitudes and orientations
toward crime and less favorable attitudes and
orientations toward law
and law enforcement than did either first offen
ders lor women inmates.
Attitudes and orientations toward crime and law
enforcement also
varied Ly three background characteristics
,- marital status, age,
and z,caderic achievement level.
Two measurements of criminals' attitudes and
orientations
toward crime and law enforcement were utilized
in this study:
first, a Guttman-type scale was constructe
d in the content-area;
and the computed coefficient of reproducib
ility level for this scale
was .94; second, individual item (statement
s of the schedule) in
the content area of crime and law enforcemen
t were cross-tabulated
with all hypothesized inmate background chara
cteristics to determine
the significant dependent variables that irflu
enced positive end/or
necative orientations toward crime and law
enforcement.
Tse
4'

1

weie considered to be supportive corollaries
.Tht;fc,:7' nd's 'differential association theor
y of c_riminel

behavior.'
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The most significant findings, based on scale and individual
item analysis were the variables, marital status and sex which were
found to be significantly related to the variables, attitudes and
orientations toward crime .nd law enforcement.

pore male inmates

who were single or divorced were shown to possess positive attitudes
and orientations toward crime, and more negative attitudes and
orientations toward law and law enforcement, than women inmates.
This thesis suggests that the attitudes and orientations of
incarcerated criminals might be used to predict that group's
criminal behavior.

Future research based on this assumption and

tested in a similar situation to that utilized in this study should
be undertaken. However, several important factors should he taken
into consideration before another study of this nature is pursued.
To insure a high degree of empirical validity, future researchers
should concern themselves with the development of a highly reliable
attitude scale in the content area of crime.

Second, the selection

of the samples should represent the extreme conditions exemplified
in this thesis, i.e., for control purposes, a sample of youthful
first offenders (property offenders) should be interviewed at the
date of entrance to an adult state Cr' federal penal institution, and
the selection of the experimental sample should represent habitual
recidive property of-:'enders.

These two factors eoul,.'ehelp to

nsure

the emeiricelly validity of the measurement cf crioinals' attitUdes
and orientations toward crime and enable researchers to test
Edwin H. Sutherland's theory more adequately.
r:esoite t!'e limitations of this thesis it is a eeluable piece
of research

''or

those individuals who are in a positicn to modify
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current prison systers, which constitute the processes of inmate
prisonization.

with the knowledge of the relationship between

criminals' attitudes and orientaticns toward crime and law enforcement,
to the variables: sex, marital status, number of sentences served in
a state or federal penal institution, place of residence, and
education, prison programs could be adjusted to meet the various
rehabilitating needs of the inmates. This is not to say that
prisons should attempt to remold each incarceree into one particular
"social type." The inverse application of the differential
association of criminal behavior has been attempted in several
prison settings with some success.

Thrcugh association with

niall

anti-criminal inclusive groups in prisons, criminal's attitden and
resultin

behavior have been influenced.

Until an attempt is made

to resocialize each incarceree into normative "patterns of
behavior," recidivism and recidivist crime rates will remoin at a
high level.

-

1

."
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APPENDIX
THE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

FACE SHEET
Instructions:

4,

Question 1 through 23, check the appropriate answer.

1.

Sex: (1) Male

2.

Marital status: (1) Single
(2) harried
(3) Separated -- (4) DiVorced
(5) Widowed

(2) Female

3-4. Age: (1)
12-14; (2)
15-17; (3)
18-20;
(4)
21-23; (5)---- 24-26; (6)--1
27-29;
(7)---- 30-32; (8)
_33-35; (9)1— 36-39;
(10)-40-49; (11) --- 50-59; (12) —60-69;
(13)
-70-79; (14)
-80-89; (15) ----90+
5.

Are you a member of a church? (1)

6.

If so, what church? (1) Protestant
,(3) Jewish

7.

Outside prison, what church did you last attend?

8.

Race: (1) White

9.

How far did you go in school?
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

17,Y,
4
. 747:

10.

;1 :tly

(2) Negro

No formal education__
Elementary school
Sore high school
Finished t-igh school__
Some college
College graduate
Vocational school
(,!id you le,-!vf, school?
Disliked school
Discipline probii:
Flunked out
roblent
Other

_

Yes;

(2)

(2) Catholic
(4) Other__

(3) Other_

No;

rr
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11.

Approximately how much money did you make off crime each month
?
(1)
$ 0-99
(2)
100-199
(3)
200-299
(4)
300-399
(5) __I
-400-499
(6) -- 500-599
(7)
- 600-999
(8)
1000-1399
(9)
1400 +

12.

Approximately what was your total income off crime and
other
things combined, each month?

13.

What size and type of community have you lived in most
of your
life?
Rurc,i
Urban
Urban
Urban
-- Urban

14.

community
community
community
community
community

What is the naTe of the community and in what state
is it located?
(1) Community

1516.

(2,500 or less)
(under 10,000)
(10,000-100,000)
(100,000-1,000,000)
(1,000,000 and over)

What 1e7itirate job did you
hold last?
(1)
(2)
(3)
---(4)
;5)
(6)
7(7)
(2)
(9).
(10)

(2) State
1718.

What is your
occupation?

Farm Laborers and foremen
Private household workers
Farmers and farm managers
LaLoreys, except farm and mine
Service workers, except private household
Operatives and kindred workers
Cleyical and kindred workers
Sales workers
Craftsmen, foremen and kindred worki,rs
Panagers, officials, z,nd proprietor,
except foremen
(11) Pro.rcr.sional, technic:11,
‘No:-k ers
•
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19.

Which of the following describes your parents contact with
the law?
Father
1. Never been arrested
2. Arrested
3. Criminal Record
4. Prison Term

20.

Approximate number of kind of contacts with the law:
(I) Police
(2) Lawyers
(3) Courts

21
22.

Mother
1.
2.
3.
4.

(4) Jail
(5) Prison
(6) Probation and parole

How many times have you been arrested? (circle number)
1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12; 13;
14; 15; 16; 17; 18; 19; 20+

23.

For what offense(s) are you now serving time? (write in)

Instructions:
24.

People who have been in trouble with the law have the saixe sort
of ideas about life that I have.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

25.

strongly agree'
agree
disagree
strongly disagree

I think more like other inmates than people on the outsido.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

26.

Questions 24 through 53 are to be answered by circling
the appropriate statement.

strongly agree
agree
disagree
stroncly disagree

People mho have b&r, in trouble with the lam aL: more liLe me
than people who don't have trouble with the law.
tt.engly
agrce
disee
st:Jin,ly disagree

27.

I would rather associate with people who obey the law than
those who don't.
strongly agree
agree
disagree
strongly disagree

28.

I don't care to associate with the kind of people that are in
prison.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

29.

I want to keep in touch with inmates I have met here after
I
get out.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

30.

strongly agree
agree
disagree
strongly disagree

strongly agree
agree
disagree
strengly disagree

The people that I usually prefer as friends have little respe
ct
for the law.
strongly agree
agree
disagree
strongly disagree

31.

Prison is too good fur draft dodgers.
whipped or worse.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

22.

strongly agree
agree
disagree
strongly disagree

I would tell 4 personal business:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

33.

They should be publicly

only to c%se friends in here
only to inates that I know well
to any inmate
to no one

I would seaee

y food and supplies:

only. with close friends in here
only with irtes that I know well
any ie,ate
no one
•
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34.

When I'm released I would be willing to ihvite into my home:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

only close friends in here
only inmates that I know well
any jr-ate
no one

35. A man should always obey the law no matter how much it interferes
with his personal desire.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
36.

It's all right for a person to break the law if he doesn't get
caught.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

37.

'1
t
t.‘

strongly agree
agree
disagree
strongly di:_ -_;ree

A person should obey only those laws which seem reasonable.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

29.

strongly agree
agree
disagree
strongly disagree

A hungry man has the right to steal.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

38.

strongly agree
agree
disagree
strongly disagree

strongly agree !
agree
disagree
strongly disagree

How many people would steal something if they had a gond chance.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

all of them
most of them
abcut hell' of them
few of them
none of tnem

40. !low many people ';,Hild steal from a store if they VAd a ,:,,ccd C!!lrce.
(1)
f7)
(3)
(4)
(5)

all of them
most of 4±:em
about half of them
few of them
none of thew
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41.

Violators of the law are nearly always detected and punished.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

42.

We would have less crime if our laws were more strict.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

43.

strongly agree
erxee
disagree
strongly disagree

On the whole, policemen are honest.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

47.

strongly agree
agree
disagree
strongly disagree

In the court a poor man will receive as fair treatent as a
millionaire.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

46.

strongly agree
agree
disagree
strongly disagree

Court decisions are almost always just.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

45.

strongly agree
agree
disagree
strongly disagree

Most people have to do something dishonest every day.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

44.

strongly agree
agree
disagree
strongly disagree

strongly agree
agree
disagree
strongly disagree

The big-time crooks never get arrested; it is just "the litt1e
guy' y;io cets caught.
strergly agree
7:r?e
stronolv disaerce
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48.

A policeman usually judges you as guilty.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

49.

Police work rests mainly on information siven by stool -pigeons.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

50.

strongly agree
agree
disagree
strongly disagree

strongly agree
agree
disagree
strongly disagree

Policemen are more loyal to the police than to the citizens.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

strongly agree
agree
disagree
strongly disagree

Police are careful not to arrest innocent persons.
(1)
(2)
(3
(4)
52.

E.?

strongly agree
agree
disagree
strongly disagree

It is more wrong to get caught than it is to steal.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

strongly agree
agree
disagree
strongly disagree

No

cent lawyer would ever be a prosecutor.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

strongly agree
agree
disagree
strongly disagree

Instructicns:
54.

In vnJet

Questions 54 through 62 are open-ended, let interviewee
talk and if possible tape the answers.
do ./ou think crime pays?

62
55.

Do you think a man can get the things he wants, such as an
automobile, a house, etc., through crime?
(1)

Yes

(2) No

Why?

F
57.

What do you think is the worse- type of crime a person could
commit?

58.

What should not be considered a crilre that presently is?

59.

When is "luck" important in comTitting a crime?

C.

In what way does chance enter into crilre?

61.

What is the difference between female criminals 3nd male
criminals?

62.

Is it tetter to work alone or with others in committing a crime?
(1)

Work alone

(2) Work with others

Why?

^

63scntences have you served in state ',nstitutions?
(circle ,4 Se nuHber)
:

2:

3;
';5;

4; 5; O . 7; C.
15; 17; 1S; 19;

9; 10;
20 +

11;

1 2;
.

13;

•

/33
6567.

How would you treat the offenders of the following offe
nses?
(or)
How would you treat people who were arrested for
the following
crimes?

65.
As Criminals
1.

Drug addiction

2.

Alcoholism

3.

Prostitution

4. Bookraking
5.

Homosexual act
by consent

66.
Civil Treatment

67.
No concern
of the Law

•
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